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Our previous SCEC grant supported postdoc Delphine Fitzenz.  At the time of the last 

report, she had not yet officially begun her support period.  We thus report her work at 

this time. We then report our progress on the topic of the current grant, evolution laws for 

rate and state friction. 

Before coming to Stanford, Dr. Fitzenz worked at the USGS on the interseismic 

behavior of faults.  She continued to study compaction within fault zones and its effect on 

fluid pressure.  Physically, fluid pressure may build up within the fault zone between 

earthquakes.  This may allow earthquakes to occur at laboratory values ~0.7 of the 

coefficient of friction at relatively low shear traction. It is a viable mechanism for weak 

faults like the San Andreas.  In general, fault zones may heal interseismically by 

processes like pressure solution that cannot be represented by simple extrapolations of 

rate and state friction. 

She concentrated in getting laboratory data into a physically well-characterized form 

for export to crustal fault zones [1]. Such data were collected for other purposes and 

experimental durations comparable to even a ~100 year seismic cycle are clearly 

intractable.  With this in mind, she developed an inverse method that uses effective 

pressure-porosity-time histories.  A Bayesian framework allowed us to make use of all 

available prior knowledge (e.g., lithology, permeability and porosity, as well as spatial 

heterogeneity in these parameters) and to take into account what we know about the data 

acquisition. This approach is limited by the fact that existing experimental data are rarely 

adequate to completely define a single constitutive relationship for a given fault gouge 

mineralogy and grain size distribution over temperature and effective confining pressures 

of relevance to actual fault zones. 

She made special effort to the tracking of the uncertainties. Indeed, all laboratory 

measurements contain a statistical error and some noise, as well as uncertainties 

associated with extrapolation to natural conditions. It is important to both know the error 

and the noise on sensitive "input" variables such as temperature, porosity, and gouge 

grain size, and on the derived model parameters, if we want to evaluate the robustness of 

the model results. Rather than using separate sets of data points to fit separately for the 

stress dependence and the temperature dependence, she considered all of the data and 

their standard deviation within a Bayesian framework to determine the probability 

density functions of the model parameters.  An intermediate step of reformulating the 

problem in terms expressions combining physical parameters that approximately affect 

observed quantities in a linear manner made the inversion tractable and stable. 

These results are an interesting statistical application. Fitzenz presented posters at a 

Gordon conference and the Fall AGU. She was unable to present results at the MaxEnt 

meeting in San Jose during August because of recent maternity.  Norm Sleep presented 

instead.  Our paper will appear in the MaxEnt volume [1]. 

To return to current work, the 2004 SCEC meeting in Palm Springs renewed Norm 

Sleep’s interest in the evolution laws in rate and state friction.  He presented a poster on 

progress to date at 2005 September meeting. 

Two simple evolution laws have been proposed.  The Ruina [3] law predicts that the 

fault zone or laboratory gouge does not strengthen while at rest, that is during a “hold”.  

Neither does it compact during a hold.  The Dieterich [4] predicts strengthening and 

compaction during holds.  Interestingly, the Ruina law represents laboratory behavior at 
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low humidity while the Dieterich law represents behavior at high humidity [4-6].  This is 

bothersome for modelers who wish to export laboratory results to crustal fault zones. 

As proposed, we have investigated the underlying physics of creep within gouge 

lattices.  Our first paper is in press in Geochemistry Geophysics Geosystems [7].  We 

summarize the results of this paper and introduce our current work which retreats to 

sliding surfaces to get generalizable relationships.  We note that that our method of 

formulating friction in terms of strain rates rather than velocities goes back at least to 

Andrew Ruina’s thesis in 1980.  He presented the basic results (1) the instability 

condition b > a implies strain-rate localization. (2) strain-rate localization reduces the 

instantaneous value of the critical displacement, and (3) strain rate may delocalize after a 

long hold. 

In terms of physics, very high stresses, ~10 GPa, exist at contact asperties.  The strain 

rates associated with these stresses scale to an invariant depending on the macroscopic 

normal and shear tractions.  That is formally 
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where  is shear traction, P  is normal traction,   c  is a dimensionless constant of order 1, 

and the subscript m  indicates microscopic quantities within the grain lattice while the 

macroscopic quantities lack subscripts. 

It is generally agreed that friction on a molecular level is thermally activated 

exponential creep [e.g., 8-11].  A full tensor treatment probably with anisotropy is needed 

to fully represent gouge.  Some simplification is possible if one wants the mesoscopic (or 

the scale of enough grains that a continuum or expectation function is meaningful) and 

macroscopic (laboratory surface scale to field scale) effects.  This formalism allows us to 

represent exponential creep with parametric equations.  The microscopic shear strain rate 

is [12, eqns. 20 and 22] 

 
  m =   sin( )exp(r /s)  ,  (2) 

 

where    is a material constant with dimensions of strain rate, s is a material property 

with dimensions of stress on the order of 100 MPa, and the microscopic stresses are given 

by parametric equations 

 
 

m rsin( ) ,  (3) 

 

and 

 

cPm rcos( ) .   (4) 

 

The corresponding expression for compaction is 
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where   m  is a linear term representing dilatancy that is proportional to the shear strain 

rate.  The parameter E  represents the different ductile response of the material in shear 

and compaction. We obtain mesoscopic values by integrating over enough time and space 

to be a continuum or more productively over a probability density function.  Skipping 

some bulky mathematics, a convenient function for the macroscopic shear strain rate is 

 

  =   h(r)rdr sin( )exp 2( 0 )2[ ]d    (6) 

 

where h  is the r -dependent factor of a weighting function. The weighting function   h  is 

significant only for values of the invariant stress r  near the yield stress. Extremely 

sluggish creep occurs at low values and rapid creep and stress relaxation precludes high 

values. The dimensionless constant  is large to keep the -dependent Gaussian 

distribution narrow.  The parameters within the bracket are 

 

tan( 0) cP
,  (7) 

 

which represents the tendency of the ratio of the microscopic stresses to scale with the 

mesoscopic stresses and  that represents the tendency of asperities with high shear 

traction to persist longer than those with high normal traction. We recover the Ruina 

compaction law, 
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where C  is a dimensionless constant, when (skipping more mathematics including some 

involving the effect of dilatation) when 

 

b a =
(ln   )

µ0
2 + c 2

c

 

 
 

 

 
  .  (9) 

 

That is, the ratio of microscopic stresses at contacts, which we represent compactly with 

it dependence of , must change with strain rate to change steady state properties.  

Otherwise b = a. This is a nice starting point for work that attempts to obtain b in terms 

of lattice or surface roughness properties.  Kinematically, the stability parameter b a is 

related to tendency of shear-traction concentrations to persist longer relative to normal-

traction concentrations with increasing slip rate. This is a simple interpretation of rate and 

state friction. 
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Our key assumptions in deriving the Ruina law are homogeneity so the microscopic 

stresses scaled with the macroscopic ones and the frictional sliding was happening so that 

the shear strain rate is much greater than the compaction rate.  This leads to exceptions 

where the Dieterich law applies.  The first is heterogeneous material where hydrated 

“lubricant” at real contacts facilitates shear [4-5, 13-14].  The second is material far from 

shear failure including hydrostatic compaction, which follows the Dieterich law [15,16, 

see 17]. Our paper [15] on hydrostatic compaction is in review. A third exception is that 

it does not predict the dilatancy of intact rock on initial sliding. 

Overall, the probability density function formulation seems powerful in that it can be 

obtained by considering a modest number of grains over time rather than a full gouge 

layer with countless grains.  See Figure 8 of [18] for an analogous calculation. 

We have now retreated to a simple sliding surface with asperities to see how the 

physical constants in rate and state friction arise.  We have already introduced the small 

dimensionless parameters a  and b.  Their magnitude depends on the stress scale s in (5), 

a =
s

Pm
µ0
2 + c 2[ ]

1/ 2
.   (10) 

where µ0  is the first-order coefficient of friction (define conveniently at achievable 

reference conditions) and Pm  is the real normal traction at contacts.  Both of these 

quantities are measurable, real normal traction from indenter experiments [19].  The 

Ruina porosity law (8) in terms of physical parameters is 
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where the intrinsic strain is the ratio of the critical displacement to gouge zone width 

int Dc /W . The reference strain rate is the slip velocity divided by the gouge zone 

width   0 V0 /W .  The state variable  is related to porosity by 
 

= exp
f

C

 

 
 

 

 
 ,   (12) 

 

where  is a reference porosity and C  is a dimensionless material property [20].  The 
normalizing factor for the state variable represents the sudden effects of normal traction 
changes on friction, 

 
 

norm =
P / b

P0
/ b .   (13) 

 

where  is a dimensionless coefficient that is typical a factor of 10s greater than b.  See 

[21].  This equation represents sudden but not instantaneous changes in normal traction.  

Friction must be continuous with time for dynamic rupture equations to be well posed.  It 

is simple but bulky to modify the equations so they have this property.  We give a 

practical expression in our paper [7]. 
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Our unified formulation to this point has several material parameters.  Some like a  

are well–posed in terms of atomic scale physics.  Most of them are semi-empirical.  As 

stated above, we have retreated from gouge to asperities on a sliding surface. 

We modified code for slow nonlinear viscous flow to represent exponential creep.  

There are two effects as gouge compacts. Compaction brings material together so that 

there is statistically more area of real contact. Deformation of the contact asperity 

increases its real contact area locally. To separate these effects, we consider a case where 

only the latter effect can occur. We define two planar surfaces propped apart by two-

dimensional rectangular asperities.  There is shear creep perpendicular to the cross 

section of the asperities and flow driven by normal traction within the plane of the 

asperities. This simple shape makes the geometry clear and lets us impose zero pressure 

voids on the free sides of asperities in numerical models. Within the material, these 

stresses couple only through the second invariant for deviatoric stress. 

Compaction strain, the dimensions of the asperity (related to porosity and state), shear 

strain, shear traction, and normal traction are independent variables.  For example, the 

coefficient a  involves the derivative of shear strain rate (or velocity) with respect to 

shear traction at constant state and normal traction. 

As a matter of efficient computation, we impose kinematic boundary conditions 

(normal and shear velocity) and compute stresses.  For example, a model representing 

steady state should reproduce the coefficient of friction with its ratio of shear to normal 

traction over the asperity.  The ratio of compaction creep to shear creep should balance 

the effect of dilatancy coefficient .  This yields a proportionality that relates the aspect 

ratio of a contact to the ratio of compaction to shear creep 

 
 

  z
  x

Z 2

Y 2µ0
 ,  (14) 

 

where Z  is the dimension of the asperity in the direction of compaction and Y  is the 

dimension perpendicular to the direction of shear and compaction. We have already 

checked and calibrated this analytical scaling relationship. The aspect ratio is Y /Z  is 6.39 

for = 0.05 and µ0 = 0.700.  We obtain relationships between frictional parameters and 

parameters like the stress scale s and the invariant at failure r  from dimensional scales 

calibrated by numerical models. We have a simple proportionalityb /(aC ) r /s  

involving b that applies to the idealized sliding surface with rectangular asperities. 

We will use the aspect ratio, 6.39, to compute the instantaneous behavior of asperities 

perturbed from steady state.  We are currently modeling the predictions of the Ruina law 

after an instantaneous change in velocity (9). We will then model the effect of a sudden 

change in normal traction on shear traction at constant velocity and state [21]. 

Once we have the behavior of the rectangular asperity in hand, we will consider more 

realistic surfaces where compaction establishes additional contacts elsewhere on the 

surface. That is, how the roughness of the surface relates to frictional properties. We have 

code that computes stresses on random fractal surfaces to examine such inferences [see 

22].  We expect that combining rectangular sliders with springs will yield more 

exportable relationships. We will go more into our plans when we submit our next 

proposal in November. 
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